7th IEC Young Professionals workshop

10 - 12 October 2016   Frankfurt, Germany

Why attend?

Only annual workshop dedicated to the next generation of experts providing a holistic understanding of the standardization and conformity assessment work of the IEC

Benefit from exceptional networking opportunities with >1000 international key players

Experience an IEC General Meeting: a key annual event that brings together the IEC technical and management community; build knowledge and expand professional contacts

See how International Standards are managed and developed through the opportunity to attend management and technical meetings

Participate in interactive sessions and events where you can exchange with peers and have your voice heard – the outcomes are reported to IEC management.
Benefits for your company

→ Be ahead of the technology curve in your field
→ Help to ensure technology transfer
→ Foster a culture of innovation
→ Cultivate long-term involvement in the international arena

Are you...

A young and dynamic manager, engineer or technician aged from early 20s to mid-30s?

Experienced in working with or developing standards or conformity assessment schemes?

Working for a company, business or industry that uses or benefits from IEC International Standards or Conformity Assessment Schemes?

Wanting to become more involved in IEC related activities?

What to expect?

“For me the most valuable thing about the Young Professionals workshop has been the networking opportunities. I’ve managed to meet my counterparts in various different countries and those are great industry contacts that I’m sure to use in the future. We’ll be able to call on one another in our day-to-day work.”

Zoë Lincoln, South Africa

“You get to meet the representatives from industry, you learn to get along with them and learn a lot from them. You get to know how industry moves, how International Standards are being developed, and you understand a lot about people from the rest of the world and how they think. It’s amazing, it’s a huge opportunity.”

Ricardo Luis Nava Garibay, Mexico

How to register

Contact your National Committee for details of the selection process in your country.
(www.iec.ch/members)

www.iec.ch/youngprofessionals

Go ahead, Get ahead!